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Free Essay: ''Fashion provides one of the most ready means through which individuals can make expressive visual
statements about their.

Impact on outer perception. Historically the social message has wildly transformed. The response is the
reaction on the clothes the person it wearing. This was the moment when fashion appeared. For instance, a
man with a tiger on this T-shit may seem aggressive to one person and a Green Peace member for another one.
Fashion and identity. Women have accepted a lot of clothing styles that propagandize masculinity. An option
that is not culturally available -- one that is not simply frowned upon, but truly not represented -- is simply not
an option for an individual's identity. For example a veil interpreted as mourning or an extreme aloofness. As
Wilson puts it, "counter-cultural dress forces us to recognize the individuals and groups use dress in subtle
ways to create meaning, to locate themselves in society in a variety of ways. Women become less ladylike but
more aggressive and businesslike. Women throughout the time have tried to make the clothing look more
luxurious. Culture and fashion. Yet fashion -- the clothing one wears and other conscious aspects of their
general physical appearance -- is the most immediate and forthright statement one makes about themselves,
whether or not they would like this to be true. A person, especially a women is always greeted according to the
way is dressed up. It is absolutely true that clothes do convey a lot of meanings and that will perfectly make
sense in a developing country like Nigeria where people that live in an urban area use their clothing to send a
powerful non-verbal communication compared to those that live in a rural area. You may also be interested in
the following: clothes and fashion essay , essay about fashion How to cite this page Choose cite format:.
Sometimes, this dress varies in an extreme way from the standard or "normal" style of a given culture, making
a much more obvious if not more definitive statement about one's identity. Nowadays clothing is not an
attribute of belonging to a clan, or to a restrained social level though it still can tell a lot about the financial
status of a person. Cultural identity is the type of identity that is related to a certain culture or a separate group.
This is of high importance because of the rise in online shopping. Judging someone based on their appearance
is not shallow unless taken to certain extremes , but instead is perfectly natural and even purposeful.
Presumably, one likes the aesthetics of most of the clothes one owns, yet each time an individual gets dressed
he or she must choose which of their clothes they would like to wear that day. The liberation of culture off the
borders made the cultural fashion developments increase dramatically. Fashion is clothing that defines who a
person is, their likes and dislikes, their personality and most importantly their culture. In my essay I am going
to investigate the meaning and the relationship between these two words: fashion and identity, particularly in
relation to social status. Regardless of the light in which this fact is seen -- that is, whether or not the emphasis
placed on fashion is perceived positively or negatively -- it is unequivocally true. The models are about to
show off a new line of clothing from a designer that will become the newest trend in fashion. Clothing is a
fundamental part in the image of a contemporary man or a woman [Crane 47]. Wearing a cowboy hat may not
be a sign of being from Texas, but a sign of political preference. How fashion shapes identity, however, can
vary greatly from individual to individual, and from demographic to demographic. As every person belongs to
a definite culture and has the right to reveal it, personal identity may sometimes be replaced by cultural
identity. For instance, the brightest example is the increasing interest towards the Moslems and oriental culture
nowadays. Fashion is compared to art. Similarly, the "Mod" style of dress exhibited by the outfit Twiggy is
wearing in the first picture is at once a re-appropriation of certain symbols nd a statement about a new female
identity. For important business meetings suits and the national dress are worn. While the Met exhibit is
presenting the more nuanced definition of camp that Sontag outlines, the term still has a demeaning
connotation to some, even among the connoisseurs and creators of camp. Camp can effectively combine high
art and pop culture in a way that is not kitsch which is simply awful. This covering is a need, a necessity that
is dictated by the norms of social conduct. Fashion defines individual identity, impacts perceptions, and
portrays a symbolic meaning.


